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Creating true net value
Current food production systems tolerate massive negative environmental and social impacts.
Driven by short term economic incentives, the food and farming sector destroys values through
e.g. soil depletion, loss of biodiversity, its contribution to climate change, adverse health and
livelihoods aspects.
To help transforming the sector we have started Soil & More Impacts.
Soil & More Impacts has the ambition to enable the transition to a net positive food system that
impacts -long term- ecological, social and economic value creation.
We believe that the food system transition provides an excellent strategic opportunity for food
and farming companies. Individually, and as part of a collective value chain, it provides the
possibility to explore innovation, to become more resilient as well as to maintain long-term
productivity.
This transition in the capital-intense food and farming sector needs to be supported by
committed and well-informed finance parties.

Soil & More Impacts’ mission is to design Sustainable Strategies (2S) for Food, Farming and Finance (3F)
companies to measure, manage, monetize & market (4M) their impacts and so, to create true net value.
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Our services

1. Interaction

7. Report
(marketing, finance)

2. Hot spot analyses

Contact at conference

6. Total Cost
Accounting

Creating
True Net Value

3. Alignment with
strategy

Inka Sachse
Supplier development
Phone: +49 174 26 38 890

5. Integrate data
need in systems

4. Interventions

For us, sustainability starts in the soil.

Farming We design interventions to help (cooperatives of) farmers in realizing better
long-term yields and with improvements of their value capturing in local and global food
value chains.

Food We help food companies in their structuring of supply chains to turn current issues into
perspectives in order to become more sustainable on the long term. This process can include all
steps up to a sustainability report as well as concrete interventions in the supply chain.

Finance
We service Finance clients with regard to their Farming & Food portfolio in
assessing challenges and opportunities arising due to changes in strategic conditions. We assess
the external cost of food production in cooperation with financial auditing companies.

Our Team of Soil, Climate, Farming, Sustainability, IT and Finance Experts looks forward to
support you from Amsterdam, Hamburg or wherever you operate - worldwide.

